What services would you like to offer?

- I would like to recruit felons to become library volunteers
- I want a pre-scheduled one-on-one class at the library for newly released, and an invitation for drop-ins.
- I’m just looking forward to getting card sign-ups for soon-to-be-released folks. I haven’t thought of that as we have just donated up to this point.
- I love the idea of getting library cards into the hands of people soon to be released so they know they’ll be welcome and come to us for help
- Dream - a comprehensive program to help all prison units at various levels depending on needs of the guests
- We do nothing with our local jail, and I want to go into that facility with a reading group ... or something.
- I feel like some staff members don't know how to interact well with ex-offenders. So maybe staff training -- that covers a lot of what you covered today?
- Yes, Melanie that would be great
- Step one: treat them like anybody else.
- In my experience, adjudicated youth will engage with me about reading, books, etc. if you give them access to interesting, outstanding materials.
- Classes to show our database resources
- I would just like to see more staff members in the prison.
- To become familiar -- yes!
- A journaling group/class would be great
- Parenting classes--literacy
- It would be great if staff went in to visit prisoners before they are released to let them know what the library offers them with their library card (which would be offered to those soon to be released).